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Reviewer’s report:

English of manuscript is blunt to read

Please rewrite intoduction otherwise it is unintoductory. Introduction does not have introduction of mesh migration and its incidence, predisposing factors and its complications, then expand all it in discussion

Line 21: please delete word "because"

Line 23: in place of noted, recorded would be better term

What is because a disadvantage.....

Do authors have excluded any connective tissue disease

please give reference for "In addition, complications caused by adhesion to peripheral organs and migration have been reported."

What is "intestinal fluid fistula"..

Please avoid terms like we etc.

Line 18, it should be "was" not is

YOUR SURGICAL FINDINGS NEED TO GIVEN IN SIMPLE LANGUAGE AND IN DETAIL, TO BE EASILY UNDERSTANDABLE

shadow of a..... what term is this
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An article of importance in its field
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